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A Modelfor Learning StrategyInstruction
Keith Adams
l. INTRODUCTON
Ever since Rubin's (1975)ground breaking investigations about the
'things'goodlanguagelearners do,interest in the field of language
learning strategies' has grown rapidly. Researchers interested in
secondlanguage acquistion have examined the contributionslanguage
leaming strategies make to improvecompetence. Teachers interested
in encouraging independence and autonomy2 in their studentshave
incorporated strategyinstruction into their classes.
However,in spite of this recent enthusiam in research and imple-
mentation,the terms and concepts associated withlanguageleaming
strategiesand their potentialeducationaI applications stilI need to be
clarified for many teachers and students (Candlin,1991). As a first
step,the answers to two basic questions一“What arelearning strat-
egies? How can theybetaught/leamed?”一can provide the neces-
sary background and guidelines to enable teachers and students to
evaluate the relevancy of learning strategy instruction (LSI)to their
respective goals.
In this paper,I willdiscuss an instructionalmodelused with third
and fourth-year university seminar students in Japan to answer the
questions above. Discussion w加 begin with an orientation to some
particularly relevant issues in LSI. This willbe followedby a detailed
1ook at the critical,introductorylessons of the mode1. The remainder
of the paper wiIlfocus on an overview of the subsequent instructional
framework.
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2. ISSUES I N  LEARNING STRATEGY INSTRUCTION
2.l Direct versus Embedded Instruction
Willstudentslearn strategies better if they are explicitly told of
the value and purpose of the trainingbefore they begin(direct)? 0 r
willthey be able to benefit more if they are able to discover andlearn
how to usethe strategy on their own-without explicit pre-training
explanations-by means of materials that elicit the use of a strategy
(embedded)?
The superiority of direct instruction has the overwhelming support
of many researchers (Brown et a1.l986;Palincsar and Brownl984;
Wenden1987). Direct instruction hasbeen shown to be more success-
fulthan embedded instruction in maximizing the transfer of strategy
instruction to new tasks,promoting continuedstrategyuse,and devel-
oping independent,autonomouslearners.3
Consequently,direct instruction is a key feature of the model.
Students are given initialand direct explanations to make them aware
of various strategies,and this is fo1lowed up by regular reminders or
suggestions about appropriate strategies for a givenlanguagelearning
activity.
2.2 Language Proficiency
Another concem about introducing LSI tolowerlevelEnglish
proficiency students is that they may not fully understand the concepts
and discussion if the training is done solely in English. 0 f  course,if the
instructor speaks the students'nativelanguage,this problem canbe
alleviated;however,this is not always feasible,andperhaps not even
desirable,since reliance on the nativelanguage may deny the students
the opportunity to use English in a truly meaningfulway. However,if
initialstrategyinstruction cannot be providedin the nativelanguage,
one oft-cited solution is to delay instruction unt i l“students have
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developed suflicient proficiency to understand and talk aboutleaming
strategies”(0'Malley and Chamot,l990).
Although having a classof students with“sufficient proficiency”to
profit from LSI in English would appear tobethe idealsituation,the
concems associated withlowerlevelstudents can be overcome without
totally relying on the students'nativelanguage or delaying LSI. In
fact,in most classes,teachers must copewith the problem becausethe
luxury of waiting for the students to reach the desired proficiency is not
possible for administrative reasons. Furthermore,given that ora1
English classes in Japan tend to be mixedproficiency groups,teachers
willinvariably face a range of abilities in thesame class,even with
fourth-year students.
The range in proficiencylevels in a typicalclass is dealt with by
three methodologicalchoices in the model. First,althoughlecturesare
necessary to keep the students informed(name,value,application)
before they begin working on a particular strategy,lecturing is kept to
a minimum and overly“technica1”Ianguage is avoided as much as
possible. Furthermore,major pointsmade in alecture are reiterated
throughout alesson orsegment of the sy11abus. This repetition,or
'spiralapproach',gives the students severalopportunities to more fully
understand points that they may have only partially grasped in the
introductorylecture.
Secondly,the bulk of the students'time is spent working on tasks
in pairs or smallgroups in a'workshop'class atmosphere. This
format not only enriches the LSI by encouraging the students to share
opinions and ideas,but it also givesweaker proficiency students the
opportunity and time to clarify and confirm their understanding of the
pointsbeing presented in class.
Fina11y,although English is the primarylanguage, Japanese is an
“officialworkinglanguage”of the class. Lectures,whole classdiscus-
sions,feedback between the teacher and individualstudents or groups,
and the required joumals the students keep are done in English;
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however,the students have the option to use Japanesein their discus-
sion groups ・if they are having problems expressing themselves in
English. And this point brings us to another very important compo-
nent of the model.
2.3 Motivation
A bilingualenvironment in class is not simply a concession to
overcome proficiency problems,or a facilitator for other classroom
management or administrative concerns,such as making classroom
activities function more smoothly,or helping the teacher to evaluate
student participation(since students can use Japanese and English,no
student has a valid excusefor not taking part in discussions or activ-
ities). Above all,bi l ingualism encourages weaker students to feel
more comfortable and play an active role in classto the best of their
ability. And as such,the useof Japanesecontributes to the important
motivationalcomponent in the model.
Another prominent motivationalfeature is theselection of leaming
tasks that ensure reasonable success for allstudents,but particuIarly
the weaker students, i n  the initialstages of training. Lesssuccessful
leamers,or thosewho perceive themselves as such,may feelthat
strategy training may not be usefulor significantly improve their
proficiencybecausethey are not goodlanguageleamers.As Jones et al.
(l987)wrote,,,
“Leaming strategy instruction would be most vaIuable for students
who are not successfullearners,yet theseare the very students who
maybeleast motivatedto try new strategies,since they may not have
confidence that they are able tolearn successfully.”
Therefore,the Ieaming tasks in the modelare chosen to give
students early successfulexperiences in using strategies. Early suc-
cessw加 likely increasetheir motivation to continue with strategy
training,and possibly convince them that their previouslanguage
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learning“failurescan be attributed to thelack of effective strategies
rather than to thelack of ability.”(Jones et a1. 1987)
As important as the students'belief in theirlanguage ability and
potentialto improve is,there is another major motivationalfactor to
consider- relevance. Wendon's (1987)report about alearner training
component in an intensive ESL program at Columbia University high-
lights the key role relevance plays in a positive motivation toleam.
At the end of the course,students stated that they“…did not perceive
any value in the Iearner training.” Wendon concluded that this nega-
tive evaluation was due“… to the fact that theleamer training was not
closelylinked to thelanguageleaming objectives of the course,so that
the students did not clearly understand why and how the use of
metacognitive strategies' could improve their English.”
Consequently, al lLSI tasks in the modelpresent strategies in the
context of a definedlanguagelearning goal- leaming new vocabulary,
or giving and understanding street directions-so that the students can
readily see the relevance of strategytraining to theirlanguagelearning
needs. In other words,a high priority is placed on having the students
feelthat they havelearned something about a strategy and improved
their English at the same time.
To summarize the principlesof the model,LSI is:
Taught directIy in that the value and applicability of thestrategies
are explained.
Adapted to reach students of different English language
proficiency.
Guided by a concem for maintaining high motivationallevels in
the students.
With thesebasic principles in mind,we can move on to an examina-
tion of the activitiesused to introduce the students toleaming strat-
egies.
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3. Introducing The Concept:What Are
Learning Strategies?
Learning strategies are introduced over two,ninety-minute classes
where students work on a series of questions and tasks5 which eIicit
variouslanguagelearning strategies. The basic procedure for the
workshop format of the classes is:
Completion of the task, either a1one,with a partner, or in a small
group.
Discussion about how the task was completed
Teacher feedback on observed or reportedstrategy use, other
possible options,and generalcomments.
3.1 Part One
The workshop begins with students working individually to answer
four questions (Appendix A). Although the model is  based on the
principle of directed,informed instruction,pre-activity introductions
are not given,other than to telI the class that they are going to answer
the question“What arelearning strategies?” The aim at this stage is
to give the students experiences to relate to before having to deaI with
potentia1ly abstract concepts and confusing de?nitions. So in the same
spirit, I invite you,the reader,to refer to Appendix A and answer the
questions in Part One before going on to the next section in the
workshop(and this paper),“What did you do?”
3.2 “What did you do?”
After the students have finished,they form pairs (or smallgroups
of 3or4students) and discuss the means they chose to answer the
questions. The fo11owing directions are given to the students to begin
this phase of the introductory activities:
“You had to do different things to answer the cluestions. The
“different things” you did are cal led“strategies”. Work with a part -
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ner. Talk about the things you did for each question. For example:
“Ilookedin a dictionary.”
This reflection and sharing step is invariably a very motivating
time for the students. Although it's naturalto focus on comparing
answers at first,the students quickly move on to talking about their
strategies. The discussions become quite animated as students dis・
cover or remember some of the many different ways one can utilize to
gain or processinformation.
There are two miscellaneous points that should be noted. First,
the students are not asked to attempt to name the strategies,but only
to describewhat they did. Secondly,the teacher's role during this part
of thelesson is to circulate and note the strategies the students report,
which wi l lbe  shared with the class as a whole during the teacher's
feedbacksession.
3.3 Teacher Feedback
Once each student has had the experience of thinking about how
she and her partner answered the questions,the teacher canlink the
students'experiences to the basic principles of learning strategy
instruction. Tobegin the feedback phase,the teachergives 'the
answer',if there is a definitive answer. As mentioned previously,
though the students want to have their answers confirmed,by this time
they are generally far more interested in hearing about other students'
strategy choices,so the answers are not dealt with at any greatlength.
After an answer is given,the teacherlists the strategies students
identified during the pair discussions. With a class of 30 students,it is
quite probable that a l i s t  of 3different stategies for each task wiIl
emerge. If not,the teacher can supplement the student generatedlist
by adding other potentia1options so that eachlist,in most cases,has at
least3or4different strategies. The effect of thelists is very impor-
tant inlaying the groundwork for future LSI. Many studentsseem
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quite amazed(and this is verified in their class joumals)toseethat the
same question or task can be approached in so many different ways.
With al ist of strategies displayed on the board,the teacher can
now conclude the introductory module by naming the strategies. In
keeping with the principle of informed instruction,the students need to
know the'technica「 names of the strategies since they willbeconstant-
ly referredto throughout the course.
4. REPORTED AND SUGGESTED STRATEGIES
To begin this discussion,it is necessary to clarify a few terms
regarding strategy classification.Chamot(l987)groups strategiesinto
three categories-metacognitive, cognitive, and social-affective.6
Though theseterms are generally accepted and usedin the relevant
literature,“…there is not always consensus on what they mean”(Wen-
don,199l:l8). A strategy classified as being“cognitive”by some may
beclassifiedas“social-affective”by others,or a subset of a group in
one system maybeelevated to a group in its own right in another
system. For example,0xford(l990)puts memory strategies and
cognitive strategies into separate groups,while Chamot includesmem-
ory strategiesasbeing a part of the cognitive strategygroup. For the
purposes of th is  discussion,the strategynames and groupings are
primarily based on Chamot's definitions and typology;however,refer-
ences to some usefulvariations from Oxford's classifications willalso
beincluded.
The questions and tasks were chosen according to theirlikelihood
of eIiciting a range of strategies,solet's examine each question or task
and analyze the student-reported strategies and other options that were
presented to them.
4.l Appendix A
4.1.1 “Do you usually put on your right orleft shoe first?”
This amusing question is most often answered by using imagery
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and/or directed physical response(cognitive strategies). In other
words,one can mentally visualize the act of putting on one's shoe,or
physically put on a shoe and observe the action. For reasons to do
with socia1 etiquette, most students choose the former strategy.
However, the point raised by this question is that imagery and physica1
actions can be very usefu1,graphic ways tolearn. So often, students
equate “learning” with words and books,but demonstrating the poten-
tia1of non-verbalstrategies such as imagery and physicalresponse
encourages the students to draw on a1ltheir senses and abilities when
1earning.
4.1.2 “What do these words mean?”
“What is similar about them?”
The answers the students gave to the frst question i11ustrate the
nebulous quality of the question. What does giving a meaning to a
word mean? In fact, there are many ways to indicate knowledge of a
word. Observed responses by the students included writing short'dic-
tionary type'definitions(“a place to swim”), or writing a complete
sentence using a word(“He is a good tennis player.”)without the use of
a dictionary. The word'pitch'prompted the most use of dictionaries,
and in this instance students either wrote a short definition in English
or Japanese or simply wrote the Japanese equivalent of the word.
Thus, the cognitive strategies of contextualization(English definitions
and sentences),resourcing(using a dictionary)and translation were
three common strategies chosen by the students.
In genera1,the students are not really surprised by the reported
strategies used to “give a meaning”to the words;everyone has used
them many times during their schoolyears. The second part of the
question, however,prompts some new,creative ways one can apply to
1earning and remembering“traditional”vocabuIarylists.
Research has shown that the cognitive strategy of grouping-
ordering or classifying information based on common features- is a
highly effective strategy for transferring short-term memory of infor -
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mation intolong-term memory7 and acquisition of the information.
Grouping is. also very entertaining since it allows for a great dealof
creativity.
Retuming to the specifics of the second question,thelarge majority
of students quicklysee two obvious similarities:the same initialletter,
and the connection to sports. Many alsofind the common grammatical
element that allthe words canbeusedas nouns. Thus,the students
learn that grouping canbebased on spelling,word families,or gram-
mar.
Further feedback from the teacher can show the students other
imaginative ways of grouping,and how to combine grouping withother
cognitive strategies. For example,some students reported interpret-
ing the initial'p'in a different way. Instead of referring to its spelling,
they referred to its sound. Oxford(l990) sees this usage as a distinct
memory strategy- representing sounds in memory. A few students
approached the words in a very holistic fashion. They utilized imag-
ery and contextualization to place the words in an actionscene,such as
“A professionalplayer pitching a ballinto a pool.”
To underscore the value of grouping,the teacher can give the
students a short simple“test”at the end of the classperiod,approxi-
mately30 minutes after discussion of number2hasfinished,or at the
beginning of class the following week. The students are simply asked
to write the four words from question number2and the way or ways
they remembered them,i.e.spelling,word famiIy,imagery etc. The
potentialof LSI is clearly demonstratedas most students are able to
remember the words and their strategy even a week Iater.
4.1.3 “When did your teacher graduate from university?”
This question was chosen in the expectation that some students
would chosethe most direct path and ask the teacher as he moved
around the classroom. After a few students asked the teacher,it was
then expected that other studentswould ask their classmateswhat the
teacher had said. A description of these expectations inlearner strat-
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egy terminology is that some students would apply the cognitive strat-
egyof  resourcing and usethe teacher to obtain the information.
Others would then rely on a social-affective strategy,cooperation,to
get the answer by asking their peers.
Some students did choose the means described in the scenario
above;however,resourcing and cooperation were not the top choices
of strategies for the vast majority of the students. The first choice for
most students was the cognitive strategy of inferencing. The students
guessed the teacher's age,and on that basis deduced the year. A sma1l,
but significant number of students,perhaps10-15%,did not answer the
question at al1.
During the feedback session,the teacher can refer to the students
who chose resourcing to emphasize that the effectiveness of strategies
is c1oselylinked to the context. Therefore, students should take the
situation or nature of the task into consideration and try to use the
most appropriate strategy. In this case,the most efficient way to get
the information is to ask an informed source-either the teacher or
another student who asked the teacher.
Students who chose inferencing can also be praised for using a very
versatile strategy;however,in this instance,it should be pointed out
the rate of accuracy for those whoguesswi11not be as high as those
who go directly to the teacher or a classmate and ask.
Turning attention to thosestudents who did not answer the ques-
tion,the teacher can make two suggestions. If students did not answer
becauseof some uncertainty about their comprehension or response,the
efficacy and validity ofguessing should be emphasized.Students often
f a i l to  answer or respond becausethey are concerned about accuracy
and would rather not answer at a11than to take a chance and make a
mistake. This concem for correctnesshas far reaching ramifications
in foreignlanguagelearning, and it is a difiicult,but necessary task to
convince students thatguessing is not an admission of failure or inade-
quacy. Guessing should be portrayed as alegitimate strategy used by
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allpeople in daiIylife,native speakers as we1las foreignlanguage
leamers,to aid comprehension and communication.
Next,students who didn't answerbecausethey were very confused
can be advised that comprehension problems often only need alittle
clarification tobeovercome. Asking for assistance from peers or
teachers by using clarification phrases such as“I  don't understand”,
“What does this mean?”“How do you say that inEnglish/Japanese ?”
are effective tools to improve communication. The students shouldbe
encouraged not to hestitate to employ thesestrategies whenever com-
prehension difficulties occur.
4.1.4 Look at the modelsentence. Write a similarsentence with the
given words.
To elicit a range of strategies in this question,one validleaming
tool,a dictionary,has tobeexcluded. Banning dictionaries prevents
the students from relying on that convenient resource to overcome any
lexicalproblems. As a result,the students are forced to experiment
with other strategies to write the newsentence.
Three cognitive strategies,transfer,deduction,and inference,are
elicitedby this question. The students are able to reconstruct a similar
sentence by relying on the vocabulary they know (transfer),applying
previouslylearnedrules of grammar(deduction)and making intelligent
guesses (inference) for unknown words based on their knowledge of
vocabulary and grammar.
This question also highlights two important affective variables,
confidence and relevance.Although our students have studied grammar
for many years,they often underestimate their knowledge of English
grammar and don't fully appreciate how that knowledge can be put to
good usefor improving overallEnglish proliciency. Therefore, the
teacher can addresstheseaffective concerns by making the fol1owing
pointsduring the feedback session.
First,students should recognize that they have a vast knowledge of
English grammar and vocabulary which they should consciously try to
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draw upon when confronting newlanguage. Furthermore,they should
be informed that the same skills and knowledge used to solve this
grammaticalproblem can alsobeapplied to otherlanguage skillareas.
Reading serves as one example where inferencing is criticalfor im-
proved reading speed and comprehension.
To summarize,the teacher should aim to increasethe students'
confidence in their present knowledge and abi価es,and remind them
that grammaticalknowledge,when used'strategically',can contribute
to improvedcommunicativeperformance.
4.2 Appendix B
These tasks callon social-affective strategies as they allinvolve
communicating with anotherperson to accomplish the task. Many of
the strategies that were generated by the questions in Appendix A are
alsoseen again,but in a communicative context. The tasks in Appen-
dix B seek to show that strategiesare not just things that apply toself
study or individualwork,such as reading or writing,but are dynamic
aids to speaking and understanding discourse.
4.2.l SentenceDictation
Leamers often feeloverwhelmed and incompetent in conversa-
tions. Though scattered words maybeunderstood,the overallmes-
sage seems impossible to catch becauseeverything is“so fast.”
The underlying message of this task is to convey to the students
that they are not powerless when they arelistening to an English
speaker. If they try to'controlthe speaker',they can help themselves
to comprehend the discourse 'Control'canbeachieved by the useof
the clarification questions mentioned earlier in this paper,and others
which are generated in this task.
Therefore,the students shouldbeadvisedto memorize these for-
mulaic'appeals for help',and to use them as much as possible. In this
way,the teacher can convince the students that the'blur of rapid fire
speech'can be managed,which w川 result in better comprehension and
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the chance to take a more meaningful,active role in a conversation.
The procedure and relatively simplesentence used in the dictation
task is the first step in demonstrating the power that studentshave at
theirfingertips. The instructions given to the partner who is dictating
thesentence make it clear that the writer has to be active in order to
be able to complete the task. The first hurdle to overcome is the fast
speech of the partner8,which naturally results in appeals such as“Can
you speak more slowly?”,“Repeat that,please?”,or simply“I don't
understand!” Once the writer has taken care of the rate of speech
problem, she can then addressthe particulars of the sentence. Individ-
ually,none of the words in thesentence,with the possibIe exception of
“Frank”,would be unknown to students at thislevel;however,the
sentencebecomes a bit more challenging becauseof the expression“to
have time for someone.” Therefore,in order to dealwith the ambigu-
ity,other clarification phrases such as “Did you say…?”,or“How do
you spellit?'emerge.
4.2.2 “How do you pronounce it?”
This task aims at reinforcing the students'awarenessthat they
have the ability to usetheir previous knowledge of English to dealwith
newlanguage(cognitive strategy:transfer). Previously,the students
used their knowledge of English grammar to produce a new sentence.
In this case,they can utilize their knowledge of pronunciation to make
a reasonableguess (inference) o f  the pronunciation of this multi-syl-
labic word.
Other interesting strategies were also reported or observed as the
students dealt with the task individually before cooperating with their
partners. Many students utilized silent repetition, a cognitive strategy,
as they experimented with different possible pronunciations. Others
went directly to their dictionaries (resourcing) and took advantage of
the phonetic alphabetguide to help thembefore silently rehearsing and/
or checking the pronunciation with their partner.
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4.2.3 Remembering telephone numbers
0 f  course,allstudents rely on the cognitive strategy of repetition
since they are directed to do so by the instructions forthe task.
However,thisseemingly one dimensional,mechanicalapproach pro-
vides an excellent example of how strategies can complement one
another to accelerate retention andlearning.
Some students reported using imagery to help them memorize the
number. As they repeated,they made pictures of the numbers in their
minds. Others utilizedphysicalaction(directed physicalresponse, a
cognitive strategy)by moving theirfingers or hands or nodding their
head to keep a beat as they repeated the number. A few students
reportedusing a metacognitive strategy,selective attention,to make
the task easier. In instances where there was a common factor in the
number,such as the same area code, o r  the same3digit grouping,
students didn't bother repeating theseeasily recalledcomponents.
They simply directed their attention and effort to the previously un-
known segments in the number. FinalIy,a few students combined
repetition with association,using the key word strategy and saying
their partner's name each time they repeated the telephone number.
4.2.4 Draw the flag
The finaltask is includedto stressto theleamers that communica-
tion is morethan just an exchange of words. Negotiation of meaning
is also heavily reliant upon cooperation between speakers,shared
references (world knowledge)and a host of other elements such as
gestures,bodylanguage,and intonation.
The value of social-affective strategies - cooperation and question-
ing for cIarification - is readily apparent in this task,which is the most
meaningful,communicative task in the introductory phaseof the model.
At?rst glance,it may seem that the“drawer”of the flag is primarily
reliant on the “instructor”,but the students quicklysee that the depen-
dency is mutua1. No matter how clearly instructions are given,if the
receiver of the instructions does not cooperate by clarifying any uncer-
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tainties or confirming that the product(in this case,a part of the
drawing)conforms to the specifics of the directions,the instructor will
have a very difficult time conveying the meaning and achieving the
desired results.
Once an atmosphere of cooperation has been established,the
students can apply a range of other strategies to the task. Oxford's
“compensation strategygroup”perhapsbest illustrates the types of
strategies that natura1ly arise from this task. Overcominglimitations
in vocabulary- for example,the mapleleaf inthe middle of the
Canadian flag-can be accomplished by using physicalactions,such as
gesturing or drawing shapesin the air,circumlocation(“ … it's on a
tree;it falls down in winter”),or approximations (“leaf”for“maple
leaf”)
Laughter is also a naturalby-product of thislearning activity.
Althoughlaughter can be indicative of different emotions,such as
nervousness or embarrassment,it is often the result of an enjoyable
moment in a relaxed,low-anxiety atmosphere, and research has shown9
that this typeof emotionalstate is optimalforlearning. Therefore,
the teacher should emphasize that in times of stress,students should
make conscious efforts tolower their anxietylevels through affective
strategiessuch as relaxing,taking chances,and even sharing their
feelings and anxieties with their classmates or teachers.
5. TEACHING LEARNING STRATEGIES
With the completion of the introductory awarenesslessons,the
formal,systematic teaching of learning strategies can begin. Though
a detailed explanation of the entire instructionalmodelfor the course
is not possible here,the concluding pages of this paper wi11present an
overview of the mode1's content and methodo1ogy,with specialatten-
tion to the role of the teacher and the useof student joumals.
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5.1 Content
The introductorylessons not only give the students an understand-
ing of the concepts and principlesof language strategy training,but
they also provide the students with a preview of the coursecontent.
The students wil l leam how the strategies they encountered in the first
two classes can be utilized in a variety of ways in differentlanguage
learning contexts.
The content is organized around the theme of alangl」age skillor
area. Students are presented with relevant strategies forlistening,
speaking,and reading'o, as wellas grammar and vocabulary building.
For example,students are given tasks that a1low them to experiment
with vocabulary building strategiessuch as grouping,networking, and
brainstorming.'' Commonlisteningstrategyinstruction includesselec-
tive attention strategies,such aslistening for gist, specific information
and inference,and recognizing English stressand reduction pattems.
5.2 Methodology and the role of the teacher
Many aspects of the methodology havebeen mentioned throughout
this paper, such as the useof lectures,and an emphasis on pair and
smallgroup work. Generally speaking,the methodologicalchoices of
the modelare influenced by the belief that successfulLSI is dependent
on a partnership between the teacher and students who understand and
accept the importance of their contributions to the content and direc-
tion of the class. Consequently,the methodology and techniques used
in class are chosen with a goalof fostering alearner-centred atmo-
sphere in class,where the students' efforts to experiment and share
their experiences and thoughts are integralfeatures of the course.
However,students needguidance tobecapable of taking on such
responsibility,so the teacher's role is criticalas an informant,model,
and'coach'.
To begin informed LSI,the teacher must give the students explicit
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information about the dynamics of a particularlanguageleaming skill
or context,and suggest appropriate strategies. This starts with the
introductorylecture,but also is recycled throughout the classin
response t o  questions generated during an activity and student com-
ments.
The teacher's role as a modelworks on two planes:modeling a
1anguagelearning activity,and modeling strategy use thought proces-
ses. The former is a standard technique in anylanguagelearning
class. For example,if the students are studying the present continuous
tensein a pairwork task,such as an information gap task to find the
differences inpeople's actions in two different pictures,the teacher
must give the students the appropriate instructions andlanguage
pattems and demonstrate the activity. While this technique is familiar
to allteachers,thesecond typeof modeling is more specialized and may
notbepart of a teacher's usualrepetoire.
A teacher can“model a  thought process”by taking the role of a
leamer and'think outloud',so that the students can hear how the
teacher approaches the task. This technique is a prominent feature of
an LSI modeldeve1oped by The Georgetown University Language
Research Projects'2, a n d  the Georgetown modelsuggests a simpIe,
effective procedure,which hasbeen incorporated in this model,to teach
the technique to the students.
While a teacher is working on alanguageleaming task,he should
ask himself aseries of questions and then answer the questions.
Questions that could be asked include“What do I need to say in this
situation?”,“What words or questions do I expect to hear?”,“Can I
guesswhat this means?”,“Is this important or can I skip it for now?”,
“Should I ask for clarification or repetition?”,“Does the otherperson
understand me?”,“Can I say this in another way?” This provides the
students with agu ide  so that they can structure their analysis
effectively.
'Thinking aloud'canbeintroduced with relatively uncompIicated
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language tasks,such as using the grouping strategy in vocabulary
tasks. Once the students have understood the basic concept,the
teacher shouId continue'thinking aloud'in a variety of tasks of
different difficultylevels throughout the course. This can be done both
aS a Planned demonstration,and a spontaneous reaction to situations
that ariseduring class activities.
The teacher as a coach operates in the same way that a sports
coach does. After the players havebeen given specific information and
shown new techniques,they have to use the information and practjce
the techniquesin a game situation. The coach's role at this stage is to
give the players feedback and make suggestions about how they might
improvetheir performance. During an 'LS I  practice game', the
teacher provides feedbackguidedby three key words:encourage,
remind, suggest.
First,it is vitalto compliment and encourage students when they
try to usea strategy. The teacher must emphasize that there is no
such thing as a “right or wrong strategy”. Some strategies maybe
more adaptable to certain situations than others,but if a strategy
works for the individual,even if other people prefer other strategies, i t
is the right choice. Perhaps the only thing that canbeconsidered
“w「on9”in LSI is not attempting to experiment with new strategies to
expand one's skills and options.
If the students are having difficulty with a task,either procedurally
or in terms of correctly producing the targetlanguage,the teacher can
facilitate matters in two ways. First,students might not be'thinkjng
strategically', so the teacher can prompt them to think outloud to
Promote conscious awarenessof their thought processes. This may
reveaI where the students went wrong in an activity and enable appro-
priate adjustments tobemade. For example,if the students are
having probIems ・applying a strategy,the teacher can switch roles
temporarily and modelhis useof the strategy. Secondly,the teacher
can facilitate matters by suggesting new strategies,or adaptations of
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strategiesstudied previously,which the students can use to try to
overcometheir problems. 0 f  course,altemate strategiesor variations
can also be discussed with successfulgroups (those who were able to
complete a task efficiently),or to the whole classduring the teacher's
finalcomments,to add tothe poolof strategiesthatthe students can
draw upon.
5.3 Student Journals
Each student is requiredto write a weekly joumalabout her
understanding and reactions to the content and activities of each class.
The joumals have two short-term(length of the course)purposes-
evaluation and reinforcement of instruction-and a thirdlong-term
purpose- the promotion of leamer autonomy.
Teachers must give grades,so the journal(length and depth of
analysis)and a student's classparticipation are the criteria for assess-
ment. However,evaluation is not onlylimitedto the administrative
needs of the teacher. The joumals also allow the teacher to evaluate
the effectivenessof instruction.
“Did the students understand the concepts?”“Did they feelthey
succeeded in using a strategy?”“Why or why not?” A teacher's
observations and student comments in classcan often help to answer
thesequestions,but the journals give the teacher a much broader view
of what really happened and the students'feelings. Students who are
somewhat reluctant to speak out in class are often quite expressive in
their joumals. Also,by the time studentssit down to write in their
joumals,they have had the opportunity to contemplate their classroom
experiences. This extra time can produce a more detailed analysis
than what is possible under classconditions. In short,the joumals
provjde the teacher withessentialinformation to adjust or supplement
instruction where necessary.
The journalis also a versatileleaming and teaching toolwhich
reinforcesclassroom LSI. For example,concepts that might have
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been vague to a student in classfrequently become clearer once the
student has given them further consideration when writing. Further.
more,originalIines of thought suggested by something in classcan be
pursued and expressed in the joumals. Lastly,teacher comments and
suggestions in the joumals can confirm or clarify the issues a student
addresses. The teacher's comments can also give students a senseof
con?dence in the validity of their interpretations and opinions,which is
very important from a motivationalviewpoint.
The LSI modeldescribed in this paper is designed for a one- year
course,but it is hopedthat the students willcontinue using what they
haveleamed for many more years. Therefore,the third purpose,or
goal,of the joumalis to contribute to the development of the skilIs the
students willneed to be autonomouslanguagelearners throughout their
lives. In thislight,students are advised to continue keeping a regular
languageleaming joumal l 3 to improve,or atleast maintain,their
English proficiency once they haveleft the structuredleaming environ-
ment of the university. In addition to its value as a vehicle for regular
English use , a l anguageleaming joumalaccustoms the students to
continually monitor and evaluate their Iearning.
Monitoring and evaluating have been identified as criticalfactors
as to whether aleamer willcontinue to use strategies,andbeable to
transfer a strategy from the context in which it was originally en-
counteredto otherleaming contexts. Monitoring and evaluating are
part of what is called“self -regulation”,and,as Wendon ( l99 l : l06)
wrote,without being trained in theseskills
“…leamerswillnot become autonomous in their useof strategies and
willremain dependent on their teacherseven though they may be
taught to usestrategiesand improve their performance on specific
tasks.”
To reiterate,the process of writing a journalis an effective means
of helping the students to internalize the concepts behind LSI,and thus
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gain more from classroom instruction. However,the benefits of keep-
ing a journalcan reach far beyond the classroom. The students'
refinement of the sk i l lo fse l f-regulation,which is inherent in the
processof writing,contributes to the students'belief that they have the
knowledge and skills to effectively manage theirleaming independent-
ly.
6. CONCLUSION
“Give a man a lish and he eats for a day.
Teach him how to fish and he eats for alifetime.”
Confucius'well-known proverb is often quoted inleamer auton-
omyliterature. Though few would dispute the goalof the proverb,the
challenge teachers face is finding the means to give students an aware-
ness of the many different strategies and techniques that can enhance
languagelearning, and the ability to expand and refine theirlanguage
learning skills independently. As stated at the outset of this paper,the
modelexamined here was driven by this fundamentalquestion of the
means of implementation. How can a modelbedesigned to make LSI
accessible to the students,and viable for the overallgoals of the
teacher?
There are a host of variables,including student motivationlevels
and theirbeliefs aboutlanguageleaming,that affect any teaching and
leamingsetting. Consequently,teachers shouldbewary of 'thelatest
panacea'for classroom problems,and evaluate proposed solutions with
the recognition that what is possible in one situation may have tobe
adjusted significantly to be feasible elsewhere. Nevertheless,the expe-
riencesI have had with this modelindicate that theperceived obstacles
to LSI, such as the students'English proficiency or alack of time to
devote to'abstract concepts',are really not as problematic as they
might appear initially. By designing LSI models which take into
account the students'previouslanguagelearning experiences,their
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English proficiency,and the goals of the curriculum,teachers can reach
specificlinguistic objectives while “teaching their students how to fjsh.”
Notes
l . Oxford(1990)defineslanguageleaming strategies as “specific actions taken
by theleamer to makelearning easier, faster, more enjoyabIe,moreself-
directed,more effective,and more transferable to new situations.”
2. An autonomouslearner, according to Wenden(1991)is “one who has
accluired the strategies and knowledge to take some(if not yet a11)respon -
sibility for herlanguagelearning and is willing andself-confident enough
to do so.
3. See 0 'Malley and Chamot(1990),Chapter6for further discussion support-
ing the superiority of direct instruction.
4. According to 0'Ma11ey and Chamot(1990)Metacognitive strategiesgener -
a11y involve our knowledge of the processof learning, and how we can
plan, monitor and evaluate ourleaming. They are sometimes contrasted
with Cognitive strategies, though they are very closely related. Cognitjve
strategies are the “steps or operations used inlearning or problem solving
the require direct analysis,transformation, or synthesis of learning mate-
rials.”Wendon,1987,23.
5. The difference between'a question'and'a task' is sometimes a (1uestion of
interPretation. In this paper, I refer to a question as something that a
student norma1ly answers individually and islinguistica11y focussed;
whereas a task refers to something that involves interaction with others
and is focussed on a communicative need.
6. Socia1-alfective strategies are concerned with our emotions,feelings, per -
sonality, and socialinteraction and how thesethings affectlanguage
learning.
7. 0'Malley and Chamot1990, pp. 232and234define1ong-term memory as
“The store of information in memory that is retained over a1ong period.
The capacity of 1ong-term memory to holdlarge amounts of information
is probably unlimited.”  This is in contrast to short-term memory which
i s“The  store of information that a person is aware of at any given
moment. This tyl1)e of memory holds modest amounts of informatjon.
New information that enters short- term memory easily replaces former
information. Retention of new information can be aided by actively
relating new information to existing information in long- term memory.
8. To facilitate the activity,the 'speakers'are taken outside of the classroom
and the teacher models 'fast speech', and gives the students further guid _
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ance so that they are clear about their responsibiiities.
9. See Brown,H.D.(l994).
l 0. strategy instruction for writing is not specifica1ly included in the mode1,,
Thjs js due tothe highly specialized nature of writing and the resultant
reduction of time that could be spent on the other skills if writing were
included.
11. Networking' and'brainstorming'are two similar strategies for activatin9
vocabulary. With brainstorming, students are given a key word,i.e.
'trave1',and theylist as many words as they can that are in some Way
associated with the word. Networking carries the processone step fur -
ther as the students have to organize the randomlist of words into sub-sets
with some common connection.
12. Developed under the direction of Anna UhlChamot and presentedby Ji1l
Robbins in a workshop entitled“Learning Strategies Instruction for Ora1
English” at the Japan Association of Language Teaching's1995Annua1
Conference in Nagoya.
13. Sjnce the students won't have classactivities to write about,they are to!d
that the journalcan include things theylearned each week, i .e. n e w
vocabulary,or describing times when they usedEnglish on the street or at
work. In addition,they should also includeleaming strategy analysis.
For example,if they went to a movie,could they catch the gist in English?
If they read a magazine, w a s  it too difficult? What can they do to find
something more suitable?
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Let's usethe following questions and tasks to find out aboutlearning strategies
Part One
Answer thesequestions.
1. Do you usually put on your right or le ft  shoe first?
Do you take offthe same shoe first?





What is similar about these words? Can yousee2or more similaritiesin
the4words?
3. What year did Mr.Adams graduate from university?
(Dear Reader:Remember when you were asenior in university. Think of
one of your professors to answer question3.)
4. Do not usea dictionary with this task.
Look at thissentence:
It's an intemationalcentre nestledbetween
spectacular mountains andlakes.
Now,write a similarsentence. Usethesewords:
的unds fi11ed cosmopolitan and a
with sights city wonderful
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APPENDIX B
Note: The format of Appendix B has been changed for this paper.
Separate A and B forms are given to the students.
Part ONE
Work with a partner to complete thesetasks.
1. A Dictate thesentence be1ow to your partner.
Everyone knows I have a1ot of time for Frank.
' D o  not show thesentence to your partner.
'Speak  very fast when you dictate thesentence.
' Y o u  can repeat thesentence many times, i f  necessary.
B Listen to your partner.Write thesentence he/she dictates(says) to  you.
2. How do you pronounce this word? Elaboration
Check your pronunciation with your partner.
3. Do not write anything during this task.
a) Te11your partner your parents'telephone number.
Say it once in English. Your partner wi11repeat.
b) Nowlisten. Your partner wil ltel] you her/his
number one time only. Repeat it.
c) Say your telephone number once again.
d) Listen to your partner's number again. Repeat it.
Continue untilboth of you can say each other's number without help.
4. A You are going to draw af lag.
Fo11ow your partner's instructions.
B Your partner is going to draw a picture of this flag.(Picture of the
Canadian flag on student paper)
Give your partner instructions.
' D o  not show him/her the picture of the flag.
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